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Jengana centre: 
 
Kipepeo:  

 
It was really special to drive back through the Jengana Centre gates after a long two years. 
Seeing Nixon’s smiling face as he opened the gate and watching the children one by one 
come to the door to see if it was really us! Two years is a long time in the life of small 
children and we noticed such differences. The children look great! They are being well cared 
for, they and the home is clean and tidy and everyone was positive and enthusiastic. The 
children are all in the top five of their classes (Children are ranked in academic performance 
in Kenya) and we particularly noticed the improvement in their English which is needed as 
they progress in education in Kenya. We had a lot to be thankful for! 

 
Sophie 

 
It was great to see ‘Sophie’ in person as we’ve been shown videos of her improvement with 
walking. Most of you will know about her story. She has reoccurring talipes (club feet) and 
has had extensive surgery and various splints/walking aids. She is still receiving 
physiotherapy and she can now move around independently. We really want her to be able 
to go to school. She is missing out due to lack of suitable toilet facilities at the school. We 
are trying to ‘push’ the hospital on a type of commode chair that can be placed over the pit 
latrine (long drop) toilet so that her disability doesn’t hold her back as she is very bright! 

 
Most recent staff (Patrick and Winnie Mailu) 

 
Patrick and Winnie are a married couple who joined the team as ‘house parents’ back in 
August. They come from the Mukuru area and they live in one of the Jengana staff homes 
with their three grandchildren (this is common in Kenya, the parents are working in 
Nairobi). The team dynamic has improved so much and it was lovely to be met with positive 
reports and a staff that gelled and were working together.  



Practically, Patrick is helping the children with their school work and Winnie receives the 
communication and reports from the school for all 17 of the children, and their own three! 
Winnie also helps with the running of the home, cooking, cleaning and looking after the 
children, alongside the house mothers.  
The Christian ethos of Kipepeo is more evident and both the Mailu’s and Redempta (one of 
the house mothers) are leading devotional times for the children. We held a Jengana dinner 
whilst we were in Kenya and all the staff and children were there as well as some Jengana 
friends and neighbours. We were so encouraged to hear each of the children sing Christian 
songs together and then each recited a memory verse. It’s so special to see these children 
with backgrounds of extreme poverty, abuse and neglect, having these verses of Scripture 
implanted in their hearts and minds at their young age. We were all moved as we listened. 
The staff are also having their own devotional meetings fornightly, taking turns to lead. This 
has been such a process and whilst things aren’t perfect, we thank God for the progress in 
this area.  

 
 

Mercy 
 

Where can we start about Mercy? She has been such an encouragement to us in the work of 
Jengana. She is now a young adult, having been sponsored to boarding school since mid 
primary school after we met her as a young girl in Mukuru slum, where she was showing so 
much potential at school and was helping to teach her peers. Many years down the line she 
is now in her first year of university and we are delighted that she chooses to stay and 
volunteer at Kipepeo during her holidays. She has really become part of the Jengana family 
and has embraced the opportunity she has to do really well academically and to give herself 
and her family a chance of a better life, outside of a slum environment. It was lovely to 
catch up with Mercy’s very supportive Dad at his barber shop in Mukuru and hear how 
appreciative he is and how he encourages Mercy to ‘give back’ after they were helped. We 
loved having some time with Mercy this February and to see how she willingly helps in all 
sorts of tasks at Kipepeo. Mercy shows us that the slum sponsorship programme is so 
worthwhile! 

 
Shamba  

 
Nixon, our watchman/groundsman continues to work faithfully and joyfully! He has become 
very popular in the local area and looks out for those in need. Patrick has shown a great 
interest in growing vegetables and has developed the ‘shamba’ (vegetable garden) 
significantly! It was impressive and encouraging to see all the fresh produce growing and 
being picked daily for use in Kipepeo. This is now saving the staff from buying most fresh 
vegetables. The cows are also doing well, providing milk for the home and there are also 
chickens for eggs and occasional meat! 

 
Football Outreach/pitch preparation 
 
Towards the end of last year we were excited to hear of some opportunities that Philip was 
getting to engage with the local community around the Jengana centre. He had noticed 
some young older teenagers/ young adults watching their football games through the hedge 



and decided to invite them to join in. This has developed remarkably and over the course of 
a few months a football team has been formed and Philip coaches them. They are taking 
their new team, ‘Jengana Football Club’ very seriously and train several times per week, 
some walking for an hour to get there. Philip has now incorporated some Christian 
devotions into their ‘team times’ and the lifestyle and behaviour of many of these boys has 
improved. We met the team last week and Fransuer gave them a little motivational talk. 
Their respect for the Jengana centre, their commitment to the team and their training was 
impressive! We seek God’s leading as we develop these outreach opportunities. Again we’re 
reminded of how much God is working even when we’re not aware. 
When in Kenya we also agreed to some landscaping/preparation of the part of the Jengana 
site that was allocated for a football pitch as the boys are currently playing on a rough, 
uneven area that is a lot smaller than they need. We hope that when finished this can help 
the boys train well and attract more groups to use our facilities. 

 
Maji Safi water project and The Watu Wote cottages 
The clean water project is still working well at the Jengana site. Local people are coming 
daily with their donkeys to get barrels of clean water from the borehole at a small cost. We 
have had many requests from individuals and groups within the area to pipe water from our 
borehole to their homes. We have considered installing a meter system for this but we want 
to make sure that we have sufficient water for Kipepeo and the other Jengana projects 
before committing to anything further.  

 
During the cooler weather the solar pump doesn’t work as effectively so we agreed that 
some extra water tanks were needed at the guest houses to ensure sufficient water for 
guests. We spent quite a lot of time checking all the bedrooms and bathrooms at the 
cottages as we had asked the work to be paused during the height of the pandemic and now 
there is some work outstanding such as plumbing and small repairs. The work is now almost 
complete and the rooms are currently being painted. We’re making enquries about costs of 
similar accommodation with the view of having groups and families stay in the cottages 
whilst we don’t have teams in Kenya. This will support the Jengana ministries and will also 
save Jengana costs when our teams are in Kenya as they can stay on site. If the pandemic 
has settled we hope to have a team from Northern Ireland again in July 2023. We were 
happy to hear the Pastor and the volunteers who ran a recent camp at the Jengana cottages 
(before they were ready!) report on how amazing the experience was for their groups of 
young people. It is encouraging to hear of the impact the centre is having before these 
cottages are even fully operational!  
 
Moving forward 
 
The next phase of the guest accommodation will be the dining area and kitchen. We feel 
that this is now a necessity if the cottages are to reach their full potential. Groups to date 
have been able to cater for themselves in one of the spare rooms at the cottages, cooking 
outdoors. Others ate at the downstairs dining area at Kipepeo however we feel that this 
isn’t ideal. Also, as we start to welcome Jengana teams and paying guests we will need a 
dining area. We will keep our supporters updated as these plans develop. For now, we need 
to furnish the cottages. This will be costly as we have space for groups of up to 50 people. 
We were able to purchase a lot of catering equipment, bed sheets, towels and utensils two 



years ago in anticipation of the cottage completion but we stopped the building of beds due 
to cost and the pandemic. We will soon launch an appeal for the cost of these beds, if you 
feel you would be able to donate any amount (£150 per bunk bed) we would be delighted 
to hear from you! Whilst we’re aware that paying for a bed may not seem like direct 
support of the work, we are excited to imagine the potential that having these cottages 
available for outreach camps and retreat will have for those who will come through the 
gates of the Jengana centre. 
 
Partner/’URBAN’ projects: Outside the Jengana centre 
 
College student support 
 
We had a lengthy meeting with Pastor Omusula and some of his staff during our trip to 
follow up in person about the students that Jengana are supporting to college/university. It 
was great to hear about all the students individually and to try and brainstorm on the most 
effective way to run the support programme from a distance. There are 12 students 
currently being supported to higher education, another 10 having just completed their 
course.  During the Covid pandemic there was a group of the students who put a proposal 
together for a small business within Kibera slum that they could use to support themselves 
financially. Jengana has assisted them to set this up and we were pleased to hear how 
ambitious and determined they’ve been in setting their chip shop stall, ‘J-Fries’. The only 
current concern is their location. They are in the process of considering changing location to 
increase business. We were disappointed to learn recently that our Jengana link worker with 
Nairobi Baptist Church, Mellen, is being moved to another department within the church 
which would mean she can no longer follow up our sponsored Badili students. This is 
worrying for us as she has been amazing in her communication with us, following up with 
our students and their family network. We are now pursuing options that could allow 
Mellen to still link with Jengana on this but it may not be possible. 
 
 
Mukuru slum 
 
Mukuru kwa Njenga slum has had a very difficult couple of months. Kenya has been 
successfully building several new roads over the past few years. These have helped the flow 
of traffic around Nairobi which has been needed for a long time. One of the most recent 
roads, however, is planned to pass through a part of Mukuru slum. These slum settlements 
have been around for many years however most of the land is privately owned from many 
years ago. Legally these owners and those involved in demolition are supposed to give 
tenants and slum residents some notice so that they can relocate. This didn’t happen and 
there was violent confrontation with the police over the demolition which started over 
night. Many hundreds of homes and businesses were demolished leaving many homeless. 
Some people relocated back to their rural homes, some moved in with others and few were 
able to rent a new property in the slightly more expensive side of the slum. It was heart 
breaking to look out over the desolation but also difficult to know how to respond wisely. 
Please pray for those affected by this demolition and for us at Jengana as we consider our 
response and ongoing work in the area. 
 



We had the opportunity to meet with the parents of two of our most recently selected 
sponsor children within Mukuru slum. One of the Dads’ had a bad accident with machinery 
in work in December 2021 and lost two fingers. This kind of an incident is traumatic and 
changes employability for anyone, but for a man trying to find manual work in a slum setting 
it makes things desperate very quickly. He was very appreciative of the weight that has been 
lifted off his shoulders by Jengana sponsoring his child to boarding school. It is always 
exciting to see the life changing effects on a slum family when a child receives this level of 
education.  
 
Church plant/build in Komarock 
 
We visited Komarock, a slum area not far from Mukuru, late one afternoon during our trip. 
We were keen to visit the church that Jengana had supported financially during the height 
of the Covid pandemic and to be able to feed back to our supporters. Their passionate 
leader, Pastor Kaloki, had been preaching on the streets and had experienced several 
people coming to faith.  He had the vision of building a physical church as they had nowhere 
to meet. Jengana supported their fundraising efforts but we hadn’t seen their church due to 
Covid. We were tired after the various meetings and travelling we had done that day and we 
weren’t sure what to expect when we picked up the Pastor and his assistant about 2 miles 
from the church in an area we didn’t know very well. He directed us through many winding 
slum streets and I have to admit we were a little unsure how useful this visit was going to be 
as we expected to just see the building and maybe take a few photos. Fransuer parked the 
van and as usual asked about the safety of where we parked and if we could leave anything 
in it. We walked towards the iron door of the church and could hear voices loudly singing, 
music playing and people praising God. When we entered the church it was quite emotional 
and almost overwhelming. There were a small group of people, maybe 10, some singing, 
some praying and one very talented keyboard player. We listened at the back for a short 
time and then Pastor Kaloki started the midweek service (we were later told that they have 
a service every day). We were enthusiastically welcomed and thanked profusely. We had 
time to talk with the congregation (we had been given ‘guest of honour’ seats at the front 
but Fransuer asked if we could rearrange the seats into a circle so that we could all talk). It 
was amazing to hear their stories of faith in God and their enthusiasm for their church. They 
talked about God working in their lives and the difference the services are making. We were 
humbled and challenged to witness a service in the life of this new church and to hear of 
how God has been working, even when we were tired and didn’t know what to expect. It 
was another reminder of how God is faithfully watching and working even when time 
appeared to have paused for many of us. I was reminded of Psalm 121 when we are 
reminded that ‘the One who watches over Israel will never slumber or sleep.’  
 
Thank you for reading our update and for your ongoing interest in and support for the work 
of Jengana. Without this we would be unable to carry on with this work.  
Please pray with us that we will continue to know God’s guidance as we seek to make a 
difference in many lives and to see the ministry at Jengana Centre grow and develop.  
 
Rachel  

 
 



 
 


